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This thrilling book tells the full story of the an iconic episode in American history, the Boston Tea Party-exploding myths, exploring the unique
city life of eighteenth-century Boston, and setting this audacious prelude to the American Revolution in a global context for the first time.
Bringing vividly to life the diverse array of people and places that the Tea Party brought together-from Chinese tea-pickers to English
businessmen, Native American tribes, sugar plantation slaves, and Boston's ladies of leisure-Benjamin L. Carp illuminates how a determined
group of New Englanders shook the foundations of the British Empire, and what this has meant for Americans since. As he reveals many littleknown historical facts and considers the Tea Party's uncertain legacy, he presents a compelling and expansive history of an iconic event in
America's tempestuous past.
Co-author of the groundbreaking Empire and Multitude, Michael Hardt examines the Declaration of Independence and other texts by
Jefferson, arguing that his powerful concept of democracy provides a biting critique of the current American administration. Introducing this
collection of Jefferson’s writings, Michael Hardt makes a powerful case for re-examining the foundational writings of this American
revolutionary in order to reignite the dialogue that first conceived of a “land of the free.”
An illuminating history of North America's eleven rival cultural regions that explodes the red state-blue state myth. North America was settled
by people with distinct religious, political, and ethnographic characteristics, creating regional cultures that have been at odds with one another
ever since. Subsequent immigrants didn't confront or assimilate into an “American” or “Canadian” culture, but rather into one of the eleven
distinct regional ones that spread over the continent each staking out mutually exclusive territory. In American Nations, Colin Woodard leads
us on a journey through the history of our fractured continent, and the rivalries and alliances between its component nations, which conform
to neither state nor international boundaries. He illustrates and explains why “American” values vary sharply from one region to another.
Woodard (author of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good) reveals how
intranational differences have played a pivotal role at every point in the continent's history, from the American Revolution and the Civil War to
the tumultuous sixties and the "blue county/red county" maps of recent presidential elections. American Nations is a revolutionary and
revelatory take on America's myriad identities and how the conflicts between them have shaped our past and are molding our future.
Bring history to life for students in grades 6–12 using Exploration, Revolution, and Constitution! This 128-page book is perfect for independent
study or use as a tutorial aid. It explores history, geography, and social studies with activities that involve critical thinking, writing, and
technology. The book includes topics such as the land of the Vikings, Christopher Columbus, colonial life, the Boston Tea Party, and patriots.
It also includes vocabulary words, time lines, maps, and reading lists. The book supports NCSS standards and aligns with state, national, and
Canadian provincial standards.
Children can take an exciting trip across the United States to learn the basics of geography. Along the way, they'll review and memorize the
50 state capitals, practice latitude and longitude, discover important national landmarks, and more.

An early American textbook for beginning readers, that includes a rhyming alphabet, Bible questions, and Shorter Catechism, with
original woodcut illustrations.
A National Bestseller, a New York Times Notable Book, and an Entertainment Weekly Best Book of the Year from the author of
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Extra Life “By turns a medical thriller, detective story, and paean to city life, Johnson's account of the outbreak and its modern
implications is a true page-turner.” —The Washington Post “Thought-provoking.” —Entertainment Weekly It's the summer of 1854,
and London is just emerging as one of the first modern cities in the world. But lacking the infrastructure-garbage removal, clean
water, sewers-necessary to support its rapidly expanding population, the city has become the perfect breeding ground for a
terrifying disease no one knows how to cure. As the cholera outbreak takes hold, a physician and a local curate are spurred to
action-and ultimately solve the most pressing medical riddle of their time. In a triumph of multidisciplinary thinking, Johnson
illuminates the intertwined histories of the spread of disease, the rise of cities, and the nature of scientific inquiry, offering both a
riveting history and a powerful explanation of how it has shaped the world we live in.
Traces through maps the history of the United States from the earliest migrations to the New World to the present day.
In Resisting Independence, Brad A. Jones maps the loyal British Atlantic's reaction to the American Revolution. Through close
study of four important British Atlantic port cities—New York City; Kingston, Jamaica; Halifax, Nova Scotia; and Glasgow,
Scotland—Jones argues that the revolution helped trigger a new understanding of loyalty to the Crown and empire. This compelling
account reimagines Loyalism as a shared transatlantic ideology, no less committed to ideas of liberty and freedom than the
American cause and not limited to the inhabitants of the thirteen American colonies. Jones reminds readers that the American
Revolution was as much a story of loyalty as it was of rebellion. Loyal Britons faced a daunting task—to refute an American Patriot
cause that sought to dismantle their nation's claim to a free and prosperous Protestant empire. For the inhabitants of these four
cities, rejecting American independence thus required a rethinking of the beliefs and ideals that framed their loyalty to the Crown
and previously drew together Britain's vast Atlantic empire. Resisting Independence describes the formation and spread of this
new transatlantic ideology of Loyalism. Loyal subjects in North America and across the Atlantic viewed the American Revolution as
a dangerous and violent social rebellion and emerged from twenty years of conflict more devoted to a balanced, representative
British monarchy and, crucially, more determined to defend their rights as British subjects. In the closing years of the eighteenth
century, as their former countrymen struggled to build a new nation, these loyal Britons remained convinced of the strength and
resilience of their nation and empire and their place within it.
The World Turned Upside Down: The American Revolution
Why does Oklahoma have that panhandle? Did someone make a mistake? We are so familiar with the map of the United States
that our state borders seem as much a part of nature as mountains and rivers. Even the oddities—the entire state of
Maryland(!)—have become so engrained that our map might as well be a giant jigsaw puzzle designed by Divine Providence. But
that's where the real mystery begins. Every edge of the familiar wooden jigsaw pieces of our childhood represents a revealing
moment of history and of, well, humans drawing lines in the sand. How the States Got Their Shapes is the first book to tackle why
our state lines are where they are. Here are the stories behind the stories, right down to the tiny northward jog at the eastern end
of Tennessee and the teeny-tiny (and little known) parts of Delaware that are not attached to Delaware but to New Jersey. How
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the States Got Their Shapes examines: Why West Virginia has a finger creeping up the side of Pennsylvania Why Michigan has
an upper peninsula that isn't attached to Michigan Why some Hawaiian islands are not Hawaii Why Texas and California are so
outsized, especially when so many Midwestern states are nearly identical in size Packed with fun oddities and trivia, this
entertaining guide also reveals the major fault lines of American history, from ideological intrigues and religious intolerance to
major territorial acquisitions. Adding the fresh lens of local geographic disputes, military skirmishes, and land grabs, Mark Stein
shows how the seemingly haphazard puzzle pieces of our nation fit together perfectly.
New archeological discoveries may finally solve the greatest mystery of Colonial America in this history of Roanoke and Hatteras
Islands. Established on what is now North Carolina’s Roanoke Island, the Roanoke Colony was intended to be England’s first
permanent settlement in North America. But in 1590, the entire population disappeared without a trace. The only clue to their fate
was the word “Croatoan” carved into a tree. For centuries, the legend of the Lost Colony has captivated imaginations. Now,
archaeologists from the University of Bristol, working with the Croatoan Archaeological Society, have uncovered tantalizing clues
to the fate of the colony. In The Lost Colony and Hatteras Island, Hatteras native and amateur archaeologist Scott Dawson
compiles what scholars know about the Lost Colony along with what scholars have found beneath the soil of Hatteras.
19 maps and related activities perfect for teaching second graders to read and understand maps. Meets map standards for second
grade.
Presents reproducible patterns and instructions for creating eighteen models that provide insight into life in the thirteen American
colonies, and includes background information and extension activities.
An unparalleled look at AmericaÍs Revolutionary War invasion of Canada
Differentiated Lessons for Every Learner supports middle school teachers in teaching all students, including those with high ability. The book
contains extension lessons in each content area with learning activities that align to the national content standards, embed ELA Common
Core Standards, and correlate to DOK levels. The extension lessons provide for active learning tailored to address multiple learning levels.
Using this semi-structured process ensures differentiated learning experiences that align to the standards while also respecting that students
have different interests, different methods of learning, and most importantly, that they are learning at different challenge levels. The time is
now upon us to emphasize interdisciplinary learning experiences that provide real-world connections and engage students in relevant and
meaningful learning. We have long known that while critical for gifted and talented students, these higher level thinking strategies benefit all
students. Foreword by Karin Hess, Ed.D. Grades 6-8
1 copy
With more than 700 pithy proverbs, this work lays out the ruiles you should live by and offers advice on such subjects as money, friendship,
marriage, ethics, and human nature.
In 1763 British America stretched from Hudson Bay to the Keys, from the Atlantic to the Mississippi. Using maps that Britain created to control
its new lands, Max Edelson pictures the contested geography of the British Atlantic world and offers new explanations of the causes and
consequences of Britain’s imperial ambitions before the Revolution.
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In the decades following the Civil War, nearly a quarter of African Americans achieved a remarkable victory—they got their own land. While
other ex-slaves and many poor whites became trapped in the exploitative sharecropping system, these independence-seeking individuals
settled on pockets of unclaimed land that had been deemed too poor for farming and turned them into successful family farms. In these selfsufficient rural communities, often known as "freedom colonies," African Americans created a refuge from the discrimination and violence that
routinely limited the opportunities of blacks in the Jim Crow South. Freedom Colonies is the first book to tell the story of these independent
African American settlements. Thad Sitton and James Conrad focus on communities in Texas, where blacks achieved a higher percentage of
land ownership than in any other state of the Deep South. The authors draw on a vast reservoir of ex-slave narratives, oral histories, written
memoirs, and public records to describe how the freedom colonies formed and to recreate the lifeways of African Americans who made their
living by farming or in skilled trades such as milling and blacksmithing. They also uncover the forces that led to the decline of the communities
from the 1930s onward, including economic hard times and the greed of whites who found legal and illegal means of taking black-owned
land. And they visit some of the remaining communities to discover how their independent way of life endures into the twenty-first century.

Supplement your social studies curriculum with 180 days of daily practice! This essential classroom resource provides
teachers with weekly social studies units that build students' content-area literacy, and are easy to incorporate into the
classroom. Students will analyze primary sources, answer text-dependent questions, and improve their grade-level social
studies knowledge. Each week covers a particular topic within one of the four social studies disciplines: history,
economics, civics, and geography. Aligned to the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) and state standards,
this social studies workbook includes digital materials.
If you want to know where you are or where you are going, you can look at a map. Throughout American history, our
nation's leaders and citizens were able to use maps for direction and learning. Sometimes these maps were not very
accurate, and we can learn about how Americans viewed their world just by looking at the maps they had available. What
would our nation look like without the 11 Confederate states? How can we reach the Pacific if there are no maps to guide
us? Readers discover the story of our nation through primary sources in this intriguing volume.
This well-written and comprehensive book by an outstanding expert provides students of history and the general reader
with reliable, up-to-date information on an essential part of the history of mankind. It deals with the discoveries; with
Portuguese, Dutch, and English trade systems in Asia; with the Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, French, and British
Colonies in America; the American plantation economy and the trade in African slaves; with settler colonies in the
southern hemisphere; with US, Russian, and Chinese continental imperialism; with Western colonial rule in Asia and
Africa; and the several waves of decolonization between 1775 and 1989. Twenty-four maps illustrate the narrative. A
useful teaching text, it combines traditional and more recent perspectives to produce a final balance sheet of Western
colonialism and its global heritage. A carefully selected bibliography encourages further reading.
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